FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY CASE SUPERVISORS: Intrain – the new Electronic Forms System
This is just the basics, as briefly as possible, for those who provide Psychotherapy Written Case (PWC)
supervision for our registrars.
Our college has shifted to electronic forms since December 2018, so here's a quick guide to filling these
forms in using the online Intrain system.
First, back when Intrain started (December 2018 in NZ, Feb-March 2019 in Australia), the RANZCP should
have emailed each of you an ID login number, and a "starter" password (once you're in you can alter the
password). Please check your past emails from later Nov and December 2018, and make sure you have those
details. If you can't locate that email, please let your Director of Training know so it can be re-sent to you.
New PWC supervisors should receive the ID and starter password from the college around the time when
their DoT sends them this information. Psychiatrist PWC supervisors will already have their college login
from college membership or CPD etc. So to access the online form:
1.
2.
3.
4.

go to the college website www.ranzcp.org
log in using your ID number and password.
on the right-hand side there's a link to Intrain - click that.
follow the handout.

Your front page screen in Intrain, as a PWC Supervisor (best guess as to the exact wording)

The registrar starts off the form by opening their “forms” tab and selecting “initiate psychotherapy case discussion”.
They fill in initial details, then it appears on your Intrain front page as an alert, as above.
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The form will look something like this:

Registrar's name

33366
8

30/5/2019
Registrar will have filled some of this top part in

And this part is for you to fill in, after talking it through with the registrar

There may be 2 pages, or this grading bit and the narrative feedback fields may unfold from drop-downs on this
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page, shown by a V. If there's a second page, it'll say NEXT or SAVE at bottom right – click that to get to p.2

The narrative feedback fields are the same as on the paper form. Just type into them:
•
•
•
•

What aspects were done well?
Comment on clinical judgement. (See the protocol for guidance.)
Suggestions for improvement
Agreed actions/goals

There's usually a button at the middle of the base of the screen that says SAVE. You can use it to partially fill in the
form and save it to come back to later. Note that if you open a narrative feedback field you may not be able to close
out of the form until something is written in the field. Put something brief in there if so, like just one word.
If all you're doing is opening the form to look at it and you don't enter any data, you can close out of it by hitting the
CLOSE or CANCEL button (usually at bottom left).
At the end, there'll be a sign-off section. You don't actually sign, there’s just a tick box, as the system knows who you
are just from you logging in. It'll look something like this:

Finally, at the right-hand base of the page there'll be a green SUBMIT button. Click on that to finalise the form.
The form then goes to the registrar within Intrain so that they can sign it off as completed as well.
Once a form is done and submitted, you have to clear the alert off the front page of your Intrain screen manually. Click
on the bolded title of the task, and you'll see a green DISMISS button on the right (see the pic on p.1).
Click on that to remove the alert. The alert's just like a post-it note on the fridge – it's a reminder about the form, not
the actual form itself.
One last detail – as many of the registrars started cases and thus started doing these forms before Intrain happened,
the college rule is:
-

If they started doing these Case Discussion forms pre-Intrain, they need to do all 3 of them on paper forms.
If they didn't start doing these case Discussions until after Intrain started, they need to do all 3 forms electronically
within Intrain.

You should still use the paper form to make rough notes during a Case Discussion. Just don't bother putting anything
else on the form except your grading and feedback notes, the registrar's name and the date, as the Intrain system will
auto-fill any other details like ID numbers. A paper form is attached (and the protocol about how to do the Case
Discussion process).

That's it – thanks for helping with these.
Please contact your local Director of Training if you have any questions about this.
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